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Aristotle: DS lecture 2 (H&P 1)	
!
• As of Fri, thinking about A, & arrive at the most fascinating & enduring intellectual battle 

world’s ever seen, that btw him & Plato. Say “battle” b/c debate btw P & A cuts to heart of 
how we think about human affairs, & = v hard not to take sides. World still pretty much 
divided into Platonists and Aristotelians. Good to think a bit about which side you’re on.	
!

• Already seen one rendering of diff between them: Raphael’s painting (c.1510), “The School 
of Athens,” shown in Prof Winkler’s handout on Fri. Plato pointing up, Aristotle down: 
basically thought to convey the more speculative, transcendent preoccupations of P vs 
empirical, practical concs of A. 	
!

• V rough & ready distn, and of course A = also heavily infl by P. P self supposed to have said: 
“A spurns me, as colts kick the mother who bore them” (Diogenes Laertius V.1.2). Whether 
he said it or not, suggests perception of both what A owed P, as teacher for 20 years, and the 
diffs between them. 	
!

• In A’s own time those diffs = most obvious in period 336-22, A’s second stint in Aths. A 
originally left Aths around time of P’s death in 347; travelled widely; spent time in 
Macedonia, northern Greece, working as tutor to future Alexander the Great. In 336 battle of 
Chaironeia, in which an alliance including Aths = defeated by Macedonian army, est. 
Macedon as hegemonic power in Greece, & after that A rtned to Aths. Set up Lyceum as 
direct rival to P’s Academy, then under headship of P’s nephew Speusippus. Stayed there, 
lecturing & writing, til Alexander’s death in 323 led to eruption of anti-Macedonian feeling 
in Aths & elsewhere. A fled to Chalkis, where he died soon after, aged 62. 	
!

• As mentioned on Fri, we don’t have any writings A produced for public in that time. Got lots 
of titles, fr Diogenes Laertios & couple of other ancient catalogues. And we know that 
Cicero, at least, thought A = wonderful stylist, which =/ normally sth ppl think on basis of 
what we have today. All we have = lecture notes. Still, they’re enough to show an intel posn 
quite distinct fr P.	
!

• So what = diffs? Start by sketching contrast btw approach to ethics dev’d in P’s dialogues 
and that of Aristotle (in NE, also EE and MM, likely not written by him). Crucial point: to A, 
Q “How to live well?” = essentially practical =/ intellectual question. In two respects: 	
!
1. We care about living well b/c we want to do it: point is actually to live a good life, not 

just think about it. 	

2. It’s sth we learn by doing. Abstract thought =/ going to help. 	
!

• => For P living gd life requires highest possible devt of reason. For A, only the most sublime 
lives (lives of contemplation: can think of it as meditative life perhaps, e.g. Buddha) involve 
highest reaches of reason, but you can craft v gd life indeed w/out using highest intellectual 
powers, & most of the virtues—certainly moral virtues—= completely practicable w/out 
having any abstract acct at all. Bluntly: To A, don’t need to be able to define justice to be just. 	
!
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• A’s practical bent affects =/ only concls he comes to but also methodology. Put huge energy 
into studying world as it is—everything fr animal life & physics to history & politics—as 
well as things we call philosophy, e.g. logic or nature of soul. H&P special interest: lots of 
what we know about ancient Gk politics = fr A, either Politics or Constn of the Athenians, 
one of c.150 guides to Gk poleis prepared by A & students. So even if you prefer P’s phil 
style, we owe A a lot. 	
!

Platonic vs Aristotelian Ethics	
!
• End Rep: story of Er. Soc describes souls in limbo, waiting to rtn to earth to new lives. All 

sorts of lives on display: tyrants, beggars, exiles, hard-working private people, beautiful ppl, 
ppl of high or low birth, men, women, animals etc. Task for each soul = choose which life it 
wants to have. Soc says this moment = gtest danger for human being. Desperately impt that 
souls can distinguish gd life fr bad. Q is: How? Look at lang S uses in 618c. Task requires 
knowledge (epistêmê) & reasoning. Souls need to “reason out,” “think through,” the effects 
that different kinds of lives have on the soul. In Gk, vbs used = analogizô, sullogizô, related 
to calcn & estimation, & to our word “logic”. Achieving gd life => presented by P as 
fundamentally intellectual activity; decisions made on basis of knowledge & semi-
mathematical reasoning. 	
!

• That = emph in description of soul that gets to choose first. Soul springs fwd, chooses gtest 
tyranny; doesn’t notice life will include “eating his own children & other horrors”. Weeps & 
beats chest when finds out, but = too late. S explains how soul managed to choose so badly. 
In previous life, had lived a virtuous life, that is, life of aretê, virtue / excellence, but 
participated in virtue only “by habit (ethei), without philosophy” (619d). Since soul had not 
really understood what virtue was, but just acted well automatically, = unable to resist 
temptations of a more vicious life when they arose. => Virtue requires intellectual 
underpinning.	
!

• Q “how to live well” = completely standard Gk Q. Saw 1st in Herodotus: encounter btw 
Solon & Croesus. Acc to Solon, most blessed man ever =/ like Croesus, w plentiful wealth & 
power, but relatively unknown: Tellus the Athenian, b/c he had lived in a prosperous city; had 
fine sons, lived long enough to see all his sons having children & those children surviving; 
had wealth enough by standards of community; and finally had a glorious death in battle after 
fighting bravely, & = honoured by public funeral.	
!

• Same Q = conc of Sophists, travelling lecturers sketched in P’s dialogues: Protagoras, 
Gorgias, etc. Bit like self-help books, How to Make Friends & Influence Ppl, 7 Habits of 
Highly Successful Ppl. Gk culture competitive. Everyone wants to be a success; how to do it 
= major part of pop culture.	
!

• So “how to live” = classic Q. But P’s approach = completely baffling to most ppl. Remember 
psg from Aristoxenus Prof Winkler discussed in Friday’s lecture, reporting on A’s description 
of P’s lecture on the good: 	
!
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“Each came expecting to hear sth about the things which are generally considered good for 
men, e.g. wealth, good health, physical strength, and altogether a kind of wonderful 
happiness. But when the math’l demonstrations came, incl numbers, geometrical figures & 
astronomy, and finally the statement, good is one, it all seemed to them utterly unexpected & 
strange…” 	
!

• NB contrast btw what ppl generally consider to be gd for men & P’s use of mathematical 
models, esp. claim that gd = one. A jettisons both use of maths and belief in unity of the 
good. Offers sth much more recognisable to most ppl. 	
!

1. Unity of the Good vs Multiplicity of Goods. Acc to A, not one Good but many; & pretty 
much all the things ppl call good genuinely are good. Sufficient wealth, good health, 
physical strength, plenty of children, good children, living a long time, living in a prosperous 
community, honour, pleasure, courage, moderation, justice, and wisdom—all really are good 
for human beings. And =/ good b/c they share in some other thing—abstract Form—that 
makes them good. They’re independently good and worthwhile. We can rank & compare 
them, but =/ linked in any transcendent way. 	
!

2. Eudaimonia = the highest good. As heard on Fri, pretty much everyone accepts this, and A 
says = right. Highest gd for human beings = eudaimonia, “happiness” or “flourishing,” also 
defined as eu prattein, “doing” or “faring well”. Now P never wholly departed fr that posn: 
“eu prattômen,” “we’ll do well,” = actually last words of Rep. But S’s notion of doing well = 
much thinner than A’s. Acc to S, just man = still doing well even if being tortured on rack, b/
c soul = still in a gd condition. On A’s acct, that’s crazy. Clearly someone being tortured is 
doing less well than someone who’s not; need a way of thinking about doing well that allows 
for that. Acc to A, life of eudaimonia shd include all sorts of gd things, incl everything listed 
above, health, adequate wealth, etc. But eudaimonia = highest good overall b/c we want 
those other things both b/c = gd in themselves and b/c they conduce to eudaimonia. While 
eudaimonia = desired for own sake. = Only thing we treat as an end in itself. 	
!

3. Eudaimonia and aretê = inextricably linked. A adds a lot to the Platonic conception of living 
well, but virtue stays central. As we’ve just seen, gd life has many components. Not all = w/
in our power: e.g. remaining in good health or being born into a prosperous community. But 
central feature of eudaimonia is w/in our power: activity in accordance with virtue. Virtues = 
all standard Gk ones, & much of NE spent going through them: courage, moderation, justice, 
generosity, practical wisdom, etc. Connex here to fn argument discussed on Friday: fn of a 
human being = to develop certain powers (note that in Rhet A defines aretê, virtue, as a 
dynamis, power or capacity, tho not in NE). Successful human beings develop these powers 
to a high level. And they’re happy, b/c we’re actually constituted so as to feel pleasure when 
we fulfil our functions as a human being. How will we know when we’ve become just? A 
says, when acting justly gives us pleasure. 	
!

4. Developing aretê takes practice. Both S (in some moods) and A think teaching plays impt 
role in dev virtue. But what is taught = radically different. On S/P’s acct, need acct of what 
virtue is. A’s approach = different. A thinks we develop moral virtues in the first instance by 
acting well, specifically by modelling ourselves on others who act well, and gradually, 
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through rptd practice, we become virtuous ourselves. Just like Prof Winkler’s fortune cookie: 
“Things we have to learn how to do, we learn by doing.” On A’s acct, living well = practical 
project. Abstract knowledge of the gd or just etc won’t help us to be gd or just. Only way to 
become good = get into habit of being good, as opp to what Soc says at end Rep. Habit is 
enough; philosophy =/ needed.	
!

• Couple of examples to help think about this. One = Groundhog Day. Highly Aristotelian film. 
Bill Murray char keeps re-living same day over & over again, & eventually learns how to be 
a pleasant & helpful human being, after which he falls in love & has a happy life. Two 
lessons, both found in NE: 	
!
i) Being good makes you happy. Bill Murray char = much happier at end: learns to 

positively take pleasure fr acting well & doing gd to other ppl. 	
!
ii) It takes practice to become good. Becoming a better person =/ happen overnight. In fact, 

seems to take years. Good / bad character results fr huge number of choices made over 
course of a long period of time. Good news: becoming really bad, acc to A, = pretty hard 
work. Bad news: whether we become virtuous or vicious = essentially up to us. Every 
time we make a choice, we’re developing a habit, and our habits shape our characters.	
!

• Other e.g: learning how to drive. Platonic approach: study manual, diagrams of how to do 
parallel parking, perhaps learn how internal combustion engine works. On A’s acct, all that = 
useless. Only way to learn how to drive = actually get in car and start driving. Start out by 
doing it badly, but w guidance & practice can get better. That’s what living well = like. 
Abstract intellectual activity =/ going to help, b/c living =/ not that kind of project. 	
!

• Still, doesn’t follow that living virtuously, on A’s acct, =/ involve thinking. Thinking = v 
impt: just not same kind of thinking recommended by Soc. For Soc, aretê = epistemê, virtue 
= kind of scientific knowledge. A agrees that intelligence matters, but his focus = practical 
reason, phronêsis, often translated “practical wisdom,” “practical judgment,” “good sense,” 
even “common sense.” 	
!

• Acting well, acc to A, means making good choices, choices in line w human virtues; & that 
involves delibn, partic kind of thinking that entails choosing between different courses of 
action. Some people are definitely better at deliberating, hence choosing, than others; these 
ppl have a lot of phronêsis. But phronêsis =/ abstract thought: doesn’t involve general rules 
or laws. Rather, phronêsis = always conc w particular matters. Q = always what to do in this 
context, these circs, these partic condns. Acc to A, = impossible to lay down a law about 
things that are subject to delibn: to deliberate means to exercise situated human judgment, 
judgment rooted in the particulars of a given case. 	
!

• Helps to explain A’s resistance to mathematics as way of thinking about human affairs. On 
A’s acct, =/ law or algorithm that will tell us how to act in any given circs. All we can do is 
train ourselves to act in accordance w virtue, and use practical judgment however seems best 
to us at time. Connex here to multiplicity of gds. Driving, e.g., involves many gds: highest 
prob safety, but doesn’t follow that safety = only thing we care about. Also care about speed, 
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elegance, e.g., and = trade-offs btw them. Driving well means pursuing several diff goods at 
the same time, prioritising them as appropriate. Need to choose well in changing circs, & =/ 
abstract rule to do that.	
!

• Emph so far = on A’s thought that choices we make in life are up to us. So whether we 
become virtuous or vicious = up to us. But = tension w sth else said earlier: that gd life 
includes many gds, not all of which = in our power. Aristotle recognises more than most 
philosophers the way that things beyond an individual’s direct control affect their ability to 
develop aretê & thus have a happy life. Some things = down to sheer luck: e.g. if you’re born 
ugly, he says at NE 1099b, you’re going to have a hard time becoming virtuous, presumably 
b/c of the way other ppl respond to you, even though =/ yr fault. 	
!

• Other things = w/in our collective control, though not in control of any given ind.  What kind 
of communities we live in = crucial here. Theme of last books of NE: need other ppl to help 
us become good. Need to be trained up in gd habits fr youth; need well-functioning comm’y, 
gd parents, friends, laws, edu.	
!

• What that means = spelled out at start Pol. Human beings = political animals, by which A 
doesn’t mean we’re naturally scheming, self-interested, or power-hungry. Means, rather, that 
we’re the kind of animals whose nature it is to live in a polis, that is, a community whose 
members are all engaged in a common task or ergon. That’s same word A uses in “function 
argument”: point about humans is that we’re involved in a common project. Thought here = v 
close to what Marx wd later call “species-being”: humans = the kind of animal that depends 
on others of same species in order to flourish as individuals. 	
!

• Our task = in the first place, mutual survival, as it is for other political animals such as bees, 
ants, cranes. But the human project goes beyond that. A says human beings first come 
together for sake of life, but stay together for the sake of a good life (Pol. 1.1); for the sake of 
developing lives in acc w human aretê, human excellence. Q then: how to organise our 
communities towards that end? That = q that animates writings we know as the Politics. 	
!

Aristotle’s Politics	
!
• May seem odd that = reading Pol and NE together in H&P. Actually not as weird as it wd be 

for other texts. Pol =/ single text: rather, 8 different papyrus scrolls, stored together, 
eventually put together as a single package. A lot of doubt about best way to order books; 
stems fr fact that seems to be at least 2 sep works, if not 3. Ethical writings also not totally 
coherent packages—NE and EE share central 3 books—but not this bad.	
!

• Result: of everything you’ll read this year, Pol = hardest to make sense of as whole. Still, 
project = clear enough. Analysis of political communities, incl their roots in household (1), 
imagined & distinctive communities (2), components of comm’y (3), existing comms (4-6), 
& ideal (7-8). Lots of Pol draws on empirical research, 150+ guides to diff city-states 
produced by A & students: Pol = tightly rooted in reality of political life in Hellenic world & 
beyond e.g. Carthage, N Africa. A = aware of life outside poleis, e.g. Persian empire, but 
basic unit of analysis = small city-state as seen in Hellas. 	
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!
• Three Qs. 1. What is a polis, city-state? 2. What is a politês, a citizen? 3. What is a politeia, a 

constitution, and how do we choose one?	
!
1. What is a polis? Basically talking about life in a small town or group of villages surrounded 

by countryside. Usually centred on high point, acropolis (citadel); and usually = surrounded 
by a wall, w fields extending further, & often fortresses at edge of territory. Pop size = small. 
Not tiny: e.g. Aths, one of the largest, had 30,000 male cits when Ar writing, c. 300,000 
inhabitants altogether. But often small enough for herald to be heard across city (comparable 
to hearing muezzin’s call to prayer). A = aware of larger cities, e.g. Babylon; but Babylon not 
conceived as a polis. NB Greece v mountainous: cities cd be quite discrete & isolated, even 
though distances = small.	
!

2. What is a politês? Q gives A some trouble (opening chs of Pol 3). Defn he settles on = s.o. 
eligible to take pt in deliberating, i.e. deciding policy and legislation on behalf of the city; 
and judging, i.e. administering justice by acting as a judge in the law-courts. NB that 
“deliberating” in Greek context =/ mean discussing, but coming to a decision internally: in 
pol context, dec pronounced by voting. These two = equally important fns in Gk politics. A 
acknowledges that defn may be most appropriate to citizens in democracies, but doesn’t seem 
to mind that too much. => NB. Two things a citizen is not: 	
!

a) A woman. Women could often pass on citizenship to their children, but =/ participate in 
politics; this = quite standard in ancient Greece, and A = happy to defend it. Key thing here = 
aretê, specifically phronêsis & delibv fn. Women do have a deibv faculty, A says, but it’s =/ 
authoritative, i.e. doesn’t rule them, so they’re not fit to take part in ruling. This is not quite 
the same thing as saying women don’t have aretê; in fact, A thinks they do, but = special 
female variety, diff fr men. In general quite strict gender distns in ancient Greece, more so 
than in Rome. Acc to guides to estate management, men do getting, women keeping (NB lots 
of work for women in homes / farms / family businesses). Gk women tend to stay at home; 
house segregrated; when outside, cover hair & body & take male protection. Poorer women 
freer, incl selling things in marketplace, but this =/ positive thing; understood to be driven by 
necessity. 	
!

b) A slave. Distn btw free and slave = critical. Surprising claim in NE X (rpt Pol. 3.9): “no one 
assigns a slave a share in happiness, any more than a life of his own.” Sounds shocking, but 
fits A’s acct. Eudaimonia = life in acc w aretê, i.e. choosing virtuous acts; but slave can’t 
choose own life at all. Master in control: no opp’y for slave to dev virtue.  	
!
Discussion cont. in Pol I. Perhaps most chilling thing for us to read today = A’s discussion of 
whether there are slaves by nature, and concl that there are. A happy to accept that not 
everyone who ends up a slave is naturally slavish. Actually quite easy to end up a slave in 
ancient Greece. A himself cd have been enslaved by Ath state, if he ever failed to pay his 
foreign residency taxes. Diogenes the Cynic, celebrated philosopher, also had spell as a slave 
after being captured by pirates: famously supposed to have called out while on auction block 
“Sell me to him, he needs a master,” i.e. giving lie to any suggestion that he was naturally 
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slavish. But most common way for large no’s of ppl to become enslaved = through warfare; 
being enslaved = alternative to being killed. 	
!
One thing to think about: =/ nec racial component (though A does seem to have thought 
Persians = more naturally slavish than Greeks; says = right for Gks to rule over barbaroi, 
Pol. 1.2, and advised Alexander to treat them harshly). Also, poss for slaves to be freed, tho 
not nearly as common as in Rome. Quite common to free slaves in your will, as A did; 
proposal to free all slaves before battle of Chaironeia in 336, so as to boost no’s of soldiers; 
NB also that richest man in Aths in c4 = a slave, man called Pasion who worked as a banker. 
P = eventually freed, hence —> metic (foreign resident, A’s status); & son (Apollodorus) 
became full citizen & political figure. So status not fixed; but still, life of total deprivation 
when it comes to deliberating, i.e. making own choices about how to live. Hence to A and 
others, slaves = cd not possibly participate in political life. Slave = living tool; master 
provides ruling principle, slave = only bodily fn.	
!
Link here also to aretê. Slaves must actually possess some aretê, enough to complete their 
assigned tasks (Pol. 1.13). But simple fact that slaves are slaves seems to have been enough 
for many ppl (not all) to conclude that = falling short of full human virtue. Aretê = a kind of 
power: acc A, “aretê, when equipped w resources, = in a way particularly adept in use of 
force; and anything that conquers always does so b/c it is outstanding in some gd 
quality” (Pol. 1.6). One way or another, every slave got conquered; failed to defend 
adequately own freedom. Problem arises w children born into slavery of course, but A =/ 
discuss that.	
!

• What = a politeia? Politeia = political system, political structure (NB title of Rep)—
organisation of politai, cits, in a polis. A suggests = six basic types. Can be ruled by one, few, 
or many; and the ruling element can rule in interest of either the whole community or just the 
ruling part. So we have 2 kinds of rule for each number: king, rule by single best man / 
tyrant, rule by single most powerful; aristocracy, rule by few best / oligarchy, rule by few 
richest; politeia, “constitutional govt,” rule by many who are adequately virtuous / 
democracy, rule by dêmos, the ordinary masses, i.e. the free (non-slave) poor. 	
!

• What criterion does A favour for deciding who shd rule? Answer = simple, and can be 
guessed fr NE. Most crucial factor = aretê, virtue or excellence (Pol. 3.9). Whoever has most 
aretê = most eligible to rule, or perhaps just will rule, b/c aretê = what gives us success in 
life, and gter capacity means greater power, gter ability to make ppl do what you want them 
to do. As we saw in NE, = many virtues, but ones mentioned in Pol = just four: courage, 
justice, moderation, & practical wisdom. Whoever excels in these => appropriate ruler. 	
!

• Might think this means whichever single person has most aretê gets to rule, but there’s a 
twist; A sees aretê as something that can be aggregated, and that gives rise to some 
complexity. The single most virtuous man in a community will not necessarily—in fact, is 
extremely unlikely to—have more aretê than the rest of the community put together. To be 
sure, there may be cases when one person so outstrips everyone else that, A says, he’ll seem 
like a god among men; in that case, his compatriots have two options: either make him king, 
or exile him (Pol. 3.13). But usually aretê = more evenly dispersed, and that means both that 
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lots of people are going to feel they have a right to participate in ruling, and that large no’s of 
people whose aretê is actually not all that great individually will, when they come together, 
be able to exceed the aretê of the few who are more virtuous when they’re considered alone. 	
!

• A = quite explicit that large numbers of people can actually be better, that is achieve a higher 
level of aretê, when they come together, than even the few best. Argues this most fully at Pol. 
3.11, but point recurs throughout Bk 3. Argument = particularly explicit in rel to judging: 
takes it for granted that a mass of people will judge more justly, in pt b/c less swayed by 
random emotion, than a single man. Sounds odd to us, since we’re so used to hearing about 
mob justice as sth disastrous. But that’s not A’s view. 	
!

• Result = that Aristotle, even though by his own lights =/ not at all a democrat, since he 
doesn’t support rule by the non-virtuous poor, = prepared to defend what sound to us like 
quite democratic arrangements, where important decisions = made by large numbers of 
people. Only condition for him = that those ppl must have achieved a basic level of virtue, 
specifically military virtue, which he says can be found in large numbers. 	
!

• Note that this doesn’t rule out the usefulness of political leaders; still need people to put 
forward proposals. That is, practical wisdom of the many = typically reserved for judging 
laws, policies, & lawsuits, not producing them. A = quite explicit that some people will be 
especially gifted at suggesting policies & laws—e.g. Pericles—but doesn’t conclude that 
decision-making shd be restricted to those ppl. Seems to assume that one can judge ideas as 
good or bad without having to actually come up with them oneself—just as, perhaps, it’s 
possible to judge whether someone’s a good or bad driver without necessarily being able to 
drive oneself, or as well as them. Don’t need to be able to drive like an Formula 1 driver in 
order to appreciate what they do. 	
!

• A’s approach to choosing best kind of pol system thus turns out to be quite flexible. Wants to 
foster virtue as widely as possible, which means having virtuous rulers: but who has 
sufficient virtue in a polis depends on circs. In a soc where lots of people have quite a high 
level of aretê, a self-governing politeia = best option, where lg no’s of ppl make decisions en 
masse. In a soc where = a few leading families able to dev virtue (b/c not working), 
aristocracy = best. And where there is a single individual whose virtue is so superior as to 
exceed that of all the others, = ought to have kingship—though shd add that A thinks those 
days are gone: sheer size of poleis in his day means balance of pwr = in the hands of the 
masses.	
!

• Said at start that ppl = either Platonist or Aristotelian. FWIW, I’m w Aristotle. Not that I 
don’t have respect for P; certainly a genius. But want to resist several features of his thought. 	
!
1. Don’t like unity of the good. Think A’s right that there are many independently good 

things. More: can’t always expect good things to harmonise w each other. To the contrary, 
goods often conflict, and we have to choose among them as best we can. 	
!
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2. Don’t like use of mathematical models. Think when we’re faced with choices (i.e. all the 
time), =/ always or often a single right thing to do, a “correct” answer of the kind we’d 
expect to a mathematical problem. 	
!

3. Don’t like Plato’s faith in expertise, leading to a kind of technocracy, rule by those who 
know. Find A’s view that virtue is what matters and that it can be quite widespread 
(women and slaves aside) much more appealing. (And even on q of women & slaves, my 
hunch—or hope—is that A wd be open to changing his mind about that, given new 
evidence: there’s nothing in his theory that necessitates those views). 	
!

• Look around academy & govt today: Platonists on top. Mathematical models & technocrats 
everywhere, esp in economics & other social & political sciences. Hope today I’ve provided 
some ammunition to think about alternative approaches to human behaviour & how we 
organise our lives. 
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